Catheter ablation has become a very efficient strategy to terminate sustained cardiac arrhythmias like atrial flutter (AFlut). Identification of the optimal ablation spot, however, often proves difficult when scar from previous ablations is present. Although the application of electro-anatomical mapping systems allows to record thousands of intracardiac electrograms (EGMs) from each atrium, state-of-the-art techniques provide limited options for automatic signal processing. Goal of the presented research was the development of an algorithm to detect EGMs that present double potentials (DPs), as these often indicate functional or anatomical lines of block for cardiac excitation. Using an annotated database, we developed several features based on the morphological descriptors of DPs. These were used to train a binary decision tree which was able to detect DPs with a correct rate of over 90%.
Introduction
The curative therapy by catheter ablation is a promising treatment approach for drug-resistant atrial flutter (AFlut), with success rates in the order of 88-100% [1] . Systematic ablation, however, requires a detailed understanding of the mechanism of the presenting tachycardia. Conventional local activation time (LAT) mapping is the standard approach to comprehend the excitation pattern by analyzing intracardiac electrograms (EGMs). It neglects, however, the morphological peculiarities of individual EGMs.
Normal EGMs are expected to contain one deflection per basic cycle length (BCL) during AFlu. The presence of two distinct activity complexes (ACs) per BCL is termed double potential (DP), and has been shown to indicate the presence of functional or anatomical block [2] . Recent research has focused on the usability of non-contact [3] or epicardial [4] mapping to gain information about conduction block. The development of automatic approaches to detect these DPs is a challenging task and is addressed in this research.
Methods

Database of flutter EGMs
Clinical data were acquired during local activation time mapping of stable AFlut from eight patients (mean age 64 ± 6.8 years). Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study. A total of 2863 EGMs was available, including simultaneous ECG and an intracardiac reference EGM. All data were 1 s long and sampled at 2034.5 Hz. The EGMs were compiled in a database and annotated by an experienced scientist. QRS complexes were marked in the ECG, as well as the active segments of the measured EGMs. After inspection, 882 EGMs were discarded due to noise, ventricular far field or an inconsistent activation pattern. The remaining 1981 EGMs contained 154 signals labeled as DP.
Annotation of activity
The annotation of activity within the recorded EGMs was a central step in processing prior to DP detection. Within a previous project, five different methods were optimized and subsequently compared to achieve best possible agreement between automatically detected and manually annotated activity. These comprised an energy-based approach [5] , methods using Hilbert or wavelet transform [7] , the matched-filter, and a voltage-based technique. After optimization, each algorithm achieved correct rates over 90% [8] .
As the activity detection was a fundamental step in processing, its performance was expected to strongly affect the detection of DPs. Therefore, the classification technique presented in the following was combined with each activity detection algorithm.
Feature definition
A variety of features were developed which reflected the morphological peculiarities of DPs.
The number of ACs was used as feature and determined within one BCL. In order to avoid the double counting of ACs located at the limits of the inspected cycle, the relative activity inside the cycle was assessed for each AC. Summation of these measures led to a total value which matched with the number of ACs in the signal. To be more independent from the annotation of ACs, the total amount of covered cycle length was introduced as additional feature relative activity as proposed in previous work [5] .
Since two distinct deflections may be located within one annotated AC, peaks of instantaneous energy were assessed. The concept of this approach is outlined in Figure 2 . While the energy within ACs of normal EGMs typically showed one peak (A), multiple strong deflections within ACs of DPs caused several local maxima (B). Based on this observation, two features were generated. The number of peaks indicated the average number of peaks within the ACs. Also the distance between the peaks and the centroid of the energy was computed, assessed as peak to centroid distance. Adjacent ACs were frequently merged during the postprocessing step of activity detection. Thus annotated ACs were retrospectively inspected to assess the presence of baseline between deflections. First, the annotated activity prior to post-processing was analyzed and the duration of the longest segment of inactivity was measured as feature baseline I. Second, baseline II was computed as maximum duration of EGM segments with amplitudes below a low voltage threshold.
Also the similarity of detected ACs was assessed using simple means like the mean AC duration and standard deviation of AC length. Analysis of these values was inspired by the observation that only in case of DPs a low similarity of ACs was expected. 
Classification tree
A decision tree was chosen as classifier to distinguish between normal EGMs and DPs, with the Gini Diversity Index chosen as split criterion. Over-fitting was avoided by limiting the complexity of the tree to 10 branches. Also the minimum number of branch and leaf node observations were limited to 10 and 1, respectively.
Performance evaluation
As the number of normal EGMs was much larger than from the available DPs, a balancing of training data was required to gain a realistic performance evaluation of the classifier. Therefore random over-sampling of the minority class was performed. Cross-validation was performed using the leave-one-out technique, and considering the identification of a DP as positive. One decision tree was benchmarked for each activity detection method, as the latter was expected to play a major role for the outcome. Correct rate (CR), sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), as well All values given in %.
as positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV) were computed as statistical performance measures.
Results
Classification performance
First, the suitability of the developed features and the classification approach was assessed. To exclude the effect of automatic activity detection, a decision tree was trained using the manual annotations. The CR computed by crossvalidation was about 99%, confirming the suitability of the implemented method. Subsequently, a classifier was trained for each automatic activity annotation algorithm and benchmarked. The results are summarized in Table 1 . For the completely automatic approach, best performance was observed for the voltage-based method with about 90% accuracy.
After benchmarking, a final tree was induced using all data. Five features were considered in the resulting tree, being number of ACs, relative activity, peak to centroid distance, baseline II and mean AC duration.
Application in clinical mapping
The applicability of the developed classifier was demonstrated on a set of clinical data. Electrograms recorded during activation mapping of perimitral counter-clockwise atrial flutter were classified into normal EGMs or DPs. This process was included in the automatic signal analysis and the resulting information was projected back on the anatomy based on the location of each measurement point. The result is visualized in Figure 4 , showing the LAT map at the top and the corresponding DP map below. A line of conduction block can be noticed on the anterior wall, causing a delay of excitation between the inferior and the superior part. Its position coincided with the region in which DPs were detected by automatic classification.
Discussion
Within the presented research, a method for the automatic detection and annotation of DPs was developed and benchmarked. Despite their diagnostic relevance, this is the first work known to the authors addressing this issue.
A number of potentially relevant features was generated, inspired by the morphological properties of DPs. Their suitability for the differentiation between normal EGMs and DPs was confirmed by a resulting classification accuracy of 99%. In order to achieve a fully automatic approach, the DP classification was combined with a preceding activity detection. Each potential activity detection algorithm was therefore assessed as potential preprocessing step.
The voltage-based approach performed best with about 90% accuracy, and was subsequently applied to a patient specific set of clinical mapping data. The outcome correctly identified a line of block which was confirmed by visual inspection.
Although this approach was successfully demonstrated, additional features could help to further improve classification performance, as well optimizing the classifier type. In future, this method will be applied as novel diagnostic algorithm for the analysis of clinical flutter data [6] . Combination with different mapping systems and catheters will allow to identify critical cases in which DPs remain undetected and inspire further research.
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